
 

Colorful Cuba 

 

March 1st - 9th 2022 
 

Our Cuba small group tours are the 

ideal way to get up close and personal 

with this colorful country’s people, 

food, culture, and incredible scenery. 

From the rural Viñales Valley with its 

gorgeous landscapes and friendly 

locals, to the romantic sea wall in 

Cienfuegos, a city covered in French 

influence, to Trinidad with it’s colorful 

buildings and cobblestone streets, 

we’re just scratching the surface of 

these unforgettable experiences that 

await us. Learn about Cuba’s proud 

and patriotic culture, its tumultuous 

history, its thriving arts scene, and its burgeoning entrepreneurial spirit. And, of course, it goes 

without saying the photography opportunities are truly unique and found nowhere else on the 

planet! 
 

The USA regulations are STILL as flexible and “loose” as they’ve ever been. Our tour is 100% LEGAL for US 

citizens. 

 

*Please see the disclaimer at the bottom of this itinerary for more info about the current regulations and why NOW IS 

THE TIME TO JOIN US in the event the laws become stricter. 

 

 
 
 

 



Daily Itinerary 
B-Breakfast L-Lunch D-Dinner 

 

*For detailed information about the unique casas/homestays we’ll be staying in, please scroll to the end of this daily 

itinerary. 
 

 

Day 1: Arrive in Havana, a City Frozen in Time (Tuesday, 03/01/22) No Meals 
 

Havana 

 

 
 

“On first impressions, Havana can seem like a confusing jigsaw puzzle, but work out how to put 

the pieces together and a beautiful picture emerges…No one could have invented Havana. It’s too 

audacious, too contradictory, and – despite 50 years of withering neglect – too 
damned beautiful. How it does it is anyone’s guess. Maybe it’s the swashbuckling 

history still almost perceptible in atmospheric colonial streets; the survivalist spirit 
of a populace scarred by two independence wars, a revolution and a US trade 

embargo; or the indefatigable salsa energy that ricochets off walls and emanates 

most emphatically from the people…(And it must be noted that the) art culture in 
Havana is currently one of the city’s biggest surprises! Don’t come here with a long 

list of questions. Just arrive with an open mind and prepare for a long, slow 
seduction.” 
 

 

Upon arrival to the Havana International Airport (HAV), we’ll be picked up and escorted to 

our boutique casa in the heart of the city. The remainder of the day will be at leisure. If 

you’re not too tired, wander around the colorful streets and get a head start on some 

amazing photo ops of this city frozen in time. This evening our Tour Director will have a 

great restaurant picked out for those who want to eat together as a group (optional). 
 
 

*Overnight Havana Boutique Casa 

 

Important: We’ll be flying into AND 

out of Havana International Airport 

(HAV) on this adventure so please book your flights accordingly. 

The arrival time windows needed for the included group transfer 

will be sent to the group approximately 2-3 months prior to the 

trip. Coming from the USA, there are a number of airports that fly 

direct to Havana including New York (JFK), Newark (EWR), 

Miami (MIA), Fort Lauderdale (FLL), Tampa (TPA), Houston 

(IAH), & Atlanta (ATL). 

 

*Please see more about flights to Cuba at the end of this daily 

itinerary.  

 



Day 2: Experience the Colors & Culture (Wednesday, 03/02/22) (B, L, D) 

 

This morning we head west with a stop in a Havana 

neighborhood to see and learn about a colorful community art 

project. Located in an alley called the Callejon de Hammel, 

local resident Salvador Gonzáles Escalona has decorated and 

painted in vibrant colors, a pedestrian alleyway with scrap 

objects like bathtubs, hand pumps, and pinwheels. Much of the 

works in this colorful street art project are dedicated to various 

Afro-Cuban deities from the Santeria Religion; a perfect place 

to learn about this fascinating belief system and snap some 

awesome photos! 

 

Then, we head to the Havana suburb of Jaimanitas where a 

visit to the home of one of Cuba’s most famous artists is in 

order. Jose Fuster’s entire residence is covered in artworks made 

of carefully broken tiles and over the years he’s continued the 

colorful mosaic decoration and incorporated his neighbors’ houses, a local medical clinic, and a community center into 

the art project. Today, the whole neighborhood surrounding his home is practically covered in Gaudi inspired mosaics. 

Referred to as Fusterlandia, this unique work of art is internationally recognized and we may even get to meet Fuster’s 

family and view the gallery inside his home. 

 

After lunch, we’ll continue the day with a privately guided walking tour of Havana. With a majority of the buildings 

over 100 years old, rich history is felt on every street, 

building, and alleyway. Our walk includes many of the 

historical sites, and we’ll also learn about the history of the 

dual- currency economy by visiting commercial centers, 

where goods are purchased in CUC (Cuban Convertible 

Peso), and ration or peso stores where goods were purchased 

in CUP (Cuban Peso). 

 

 

Back in Havana we’ll celebrate the beginning of this once-in-

a-lifetime journey together at a delicious, local, privately 

owned restaurant - a great example of Cuba’s incremental 

shift to a more free-market economy. 

 

Overnight Havana Boutique Casa 

 

 

Day 3: “The Clocks Stopped in 1850” (Thursday, 03/03/22) 

(B, L)  
 

Trinidad 
 

“Trinidad is one of a kind, a perfectly preserved Spanish colonial 
settlement where the clocks stopped in 1850 and have yet to restart. 

Huge sugar fortunes amassed in the nearby Valle de los Ingenios 

during the early 19th century created the illustrious colonial-style 
mansions bedecked with Italian frescoes, Wedgwood china and 

French chandeliers. The cobblestone streets, replete with leather-
faced guajiros (country folk), snorting donkeys and melodic 

troubadours, retain a quiet air. Come nightfall, the live-music scene 

is particularly good.” – Lonely Planet 



An early morning departure is in order today because 

we have a few more things to discover before 

heading into the country. We’re stopping in Santa 

Clara, a key city in the Cuban Revolution. Here we’ll 

see the iconic statue of Ernesto Ché Guevara, 

perhaps the most famous revolutionary of all time, 

built to commemorate his death and that of his 

comrades who died along with him in Bolivia. In 

fact, this isn’t just a statue but also his mausoleum 

because it houses his remains.  
 

Lunch will be enjoyed at a small family farm near 

the city where we’ll gain insight into the way of life 

for the rural campesino’s in this region. 

 

Our blast back in time once we arrive to a new city begins with a 

privately guided walking tour through the streets of Trinidad. 

Home to numerous churches and many beautiful colonial 

buildings, we’ll enjoy this cultural tour of the city. Some of the 

extravagant colonial houses have been made into museums so 

we’ll visit a couple to gain fascinating insight into the lifestyle 

during these times gone by. On the other end of the social scale 

were the African slaves, who had a profound influence on the 

city’s culture, music, and religious beliefs, and as part of our 

walk around town, we drop by an Afro Cuban Temple to 

Yemaya, an important figure in the Santeria religion. 
 

With our sights still on the Trinidad food scene, next stop is a 

bartending demonstration and discussion of the history behind 

Cuba’s most popular cocktails. After this “inclusive 

demonstration”, we’ll be rearing to get the feet moving, so an authentic salsa lesson is coming up! Experiencing 

Trinidad wouldn’t be complete without a night of dancing and music, and what better way to burn calories and practice 

what we’ve learned at the local dance school?  

 

The amazing day comes to an end back at our family casas, and a sound nights slumber is guaranteed after this 

whirlwind through Trinidad.  
 

Overnight Trinidad Family Casas 

 

Day 4: Jungle Waterfalls & Dinner on the Beach! (Friday 

03/04/22) (B, D) 
 

This morning we’ll head to the jungle outside of Trinidad for 

an easy hike to the Salto de Javira Waterfall. Take in this 

beautiful waterfall, perfect for photos and a dip to cool off 

(great shots with tripods here for those interested). If we’re 

lucky, we might even be able to swim behind the falls and 

see the stalagmites and bats that call the small “cave” their 

bedroom for the day-long snooze.  
 

Back in Trinidad, the remainder of the afternoon is at leisure 

until we reconvene for a deliciously prepared group dinner 

celebration on the beach! 
 

Overnight Trinidad Family Casas 

 



Day 5: Paris in Cuba (Saturday, 03/05/22) (B) 
 

Cienfuegos 
 

“Cuba’s so-called ‘Pearl of the South’ is arranged around the country’s most spectacular natural bay, and has long seduced 
travelers from around the island with its elegance, enlightened French airs, and feisty Caribbean spirit. If Cuba has a Paris, this 

is most definitely it.” – Lonely Planet 

 

This morning we depart for Cienfuegos, a city founded by the French which lends it a distinctly European flavor, 

accented with a wide Parisian-style boulevard and elegant colonnades. The ride here takes us along the picturesque Bay 

of Pigs where the landing of U.S. sponsored counter-revolutionary exile militia occurred in 1961 and resulted in the 

first defeat of a U.S backed take-over in Latin 

America. 

 

On arrival in Cienfuegos we’ll take a short walk to 

see and learn the local landmarks followed by a visit 

to the Palacio de Valle, an “Arabian Nights” like 

aspiring restaurant with a fantastic terrace bar. This 

colorful riot of tiles, turrets, and stucco resembles 

an outrageously ornate Moroccan casbah. The 

remainder of the evening is at leisure and, as 

always, feel free to enjoy dinner on your own or 

join our Tour Director at a carefully selected local’s 

favorite to dine with the group.  

 

Overnight Cienfuegos Family Casas 

 

 
 

Day 6: The Bay of Pigs & The Mountains… (Sunday, 03/06/22) (B) 

 

Soroa  
 

“Known appropriately as the ‘rainbow of Cuba,’ Soroa, a gorgeous natural area and tiny 

settlement 50 miles southwest of Havana, is the closest mountain resort to the capital. The growth 
of tall trees and orchids thrive here” (- Lonely Planet) thanks to the protection and designation as 

an Unesco Biosphere Reserve. Fantastic hikes, birdwatching, botanical gardens, cycling, 

and horseback riding are all at our fingertips here…  

 

 

Before we leave the area, we would be foolish not to take a swim 

in the pristine waters of southern Cuba. Besides the inviting 

waters, we’ll be nearby the infamous Bay of Pigs; throughout the 

drive, we will learn about the ill-fated invasion and see a few 

monuments remembering this notorious event in history. Along 

this bay is a number of ideal snorkeling spots with bright living 

corals, tropical fish, and mysterious sinkholes (limestone caves) 

resembling giant fish tanks. We’ll stop for a swim and snorkel 

so don’t forget to pack your swimsuit!  
 

After our relaxing ride through the heart of western Cuba, we’ll 

reach the tiny settlement of Soroa, which for many is 

the prettiest area of the region. The heart of this community is the outstanding Orchid Garden, a specialized botanical 

garden with a collection of 20,000 specimens and more than 350 species of orchids, some Cuban and others from Asia 

and Latin America. Amazing macro photography opportunities here!  
 



 
 

Time pending, we’ll wrap the day up with an optional hike to the peak of a mountain with some fantastic views for 

sunset.  Up, up, up, to the top of the peak offers a 360 view of the hills, Soroa valley, and even a glimpse of the 

Caribbean 40 miles away on a clear day! It’s a gorgeous view, peppered with swooping turkey vultures floating 

around the peak to add to the atmosphere. *If we run out of time, our Tour Director may make himself available for an 

early AM hike to this peak for sunrise instead. 

 

The leisurely evening will culminate with our Tour Director escorting us to a family owned restaurante for a 

homestyle feast. 

 

Overnight Soroa Family Casas 

 

Day 7: A Countryside Unchanged for Centuries (Monday, 03/07/22) (B, L, D) 

 

Viñales 
 

“This slow, relaxed, wonderfully traditional settlement is a place that steadfastly refuses to put on a show. What you see here is 

what you get – an agricultural town where front doors are left wide open, everyone knows everyone else, and a night out on the 

tiles involves sitting on a sillón (rocking chair) on a rustic porch analyzing the Milky Way. Here we dip indulgently into the 
natural world, hiking, horse-riding or cycling through some of the most wonderful landscapes in Cuba.” – Lonely Planet 
 

 

As we leave the village, we’ll soon come upon a 

mountainous area called Las Terrazas. The mountain 

community was built as a reforestation project in the in 

the early days of the Revolution and is now part of an 

UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. We’ll take a walk around 

town and meet a local community leader who will give 

us some insight into how the community project being 

carried out here works. Apart from its environmental 

characteristics, Las Terrazas is also known for its 

woodwork, painting, and pottery studios which are open 

to the public. We’ll have time to explore these artistic 

havens before moving on.  

 

Further down the road, we reach Viñales. Parts of this 

stunning area are listed with UNESCO for the value of 

their rural scenery and heritage. Situated in one of the most picturesque parts of Cuba, among the limestone pincushion 

hills (“mogotes”) of the Pinar del Rio province, the great valley of Viñales is just waiting to be photographed! 

Fortunately, before making it to the valley floor there is a fantastic lookout on the side of the road to capture some great 

panoramic shots.  



 

We’ll arrive in time to visit an organic farm and meet the Cuban farmer and his family who’ll show us around their 

lush property to explain the methods they use to grow their produce without pesticides or artificial fertilizers. The icing 

on the cake is a delicious dinner with the beautiful sunset as our backdrop; a deliciously fresh and diverse meal 

prepared by the family, a truly authentic farm-to-fork experience. 

 

Overnight Viñales Family Casas 

 

 

Day 8: The Valley of Tobacco (Tuesday, 03/08/22) (B, L) 
 

 
 
 

After a tasty breakfast made by our family hosts, we begin the day with a walk along the stunning valley. The stroll 

takes us through the UNESCO area of the valley where different 

farming activities take place. We’ll visit some farm houses and soon 

arrive at the home of a tobacco farmer. Viñales is one of the premier 

locations in the world for tobacco cultivation. This local farmer will 

explain the process of producing tobacco, give us a cigar rolling 

demonstration, and offer insight into how the socialist system in 

Cuba works, with regards to how much of the tobacco produced by 

the family is given to the government, and how much of it they are 

free to sell on the private market.   
 

A special lunch is in store today because we’ll be making it 

ourselves! Learn to cook Cuban-style with a cooking demonstration 

of 'platos tipicos'. Cubanos love congri (black beans & rice), potaje 

(vegetables & legumes), garbanzo soup, ajiaco (meat & potatoes), 

and flan. Fun to cook, even better to eat!  

 

The remainder of the day is at leisure. Enjoy dinner on your own or 

join our Tour Director to eat with the group.  
 

Overnight Viñales Family Casas 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 9: Back to Havana (Wednesday 03/09/22) (B, L) 

 

On our final day in this Caribbean wonderland, we have an easy 

morning to do some last-minute souvenir shopping, repack our 

bags, and enjoy a leisurely breakfast. Soak up the remaining 

warmth of this place, take a few more pictures, and then we’ll take 

one final ride to Havana for our departure home. While you are 

leaving, don’t forget to say hasta la proximá to our hosts (‘see you 

next time!’) 

 

Keep in mind, you must NOT DEPART home on March 9th 

before 3:00 PM or you may risk missing your flight! 

 

 

 
 

Price/Inclusions/Exclusions 

 

What’s Included? 
 

• 8 Nights/9 Days Accommodations 

• Transportation Throughout   

• Breakfast Daily 

• 5 Lunches & 3 Dinners Included 

• All privately guided tours and activities as listed in the itinerary (unless otherwise specified) 

• All Entrance Fees, Transfers, and Taxes  

 

What’s Not Included? 
 

• Tips for guides/tour leaders and drivers (Recommended: 7-10 USD per day for guides/tour leaders & 3-5 USD 

per day for drivers)   

• Personal items and equipment  

• Costs for meals not included 

• Beverages are not included with meals unless specifically stated in itinerary 

• Optional activities stated above and any fees associated with activities on your own 

• International airfare  

• Any additional transportation, camera fees, items of personal nature, etc. not listed in the above itinerary 

• Cuban Visa *Please check with your airline's website on how to obtain the visa. 

• Travel Insurance  
 

*Hotels subject to change based on availability   

 
 

Price: $2,295.00 
 

Single Supplement: $695.00 
 

* For our solo travelers we will pair you up with someone of the same sex unless single occupancy is requested. 
 

Final Payment - Due August 5th, 2021. Credit cards, electronic payments, or checks accepted. 

Please go to https://photoflytravel.org/tour/cuba-small-group-tours/ secure your spot online OR mail check to Local 

Planet Travel: 
 

Local Planet Travel 

105 Swallowtail Pl 

Greenville, SC 29607 

https://photoflytravel.org/tour/cuba-small-group-tours/


 

*We also accept no fee payments via Venmo & Zelle. Should you wish to pay via either method see the instructions 

below: 

 

Venmo: Send trip payments to @photofly (www.venmo.com/photofly) 

 

Zelle: Send trip payments to steve.juba@localplanettravel.com 

 

*If mailing a check, please reserve your spot via the above trip page and select "check payments" on the checkout 

page. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Accommodations/Flight/Legalities 
 

 

Accommodations 
 

“Casas Particulares” 

 
Guesthouses, Bed and Breakfast, B&B, casas, casas particulares, 

family stays, and homestays - these are all names for the same type of 

accommodation in Cuba. Many travelers discover that 

the guesthouse accommodation is a major highlight of their visit to 

Cuba. This is not just because of comfort levels, but also because 

the casas are generally run by local families and located in residential 

neighborhoods, so they provide a great opportunity for travelers to 

interact with everyday Cubans. 

 

Better than Cuban Hotels? 

Guesthouse rooms are generally quite basic but reasonably comfortable and very clean, and the families in Cuba will try to make 

you feel at home as much as possible. They are usually not as roomy as typical hotel rooms, however the casas are 

consistently rated by travelers as more enjoyable than staying in hotels and about the same comfort level as perhaps a 3 star Cuban 

hotel. It's the level of service and personal attention in the casas that is generally far superior to the hotels in Cuba. This is 

because the casas are privately run, profit making enterprises that rely on word-of-mouth recommendations among travelers, so 

the owners and staff are highly motivated to provide the best service they possibly can. They take pride in their work. This is in 

contrast to government run hotels where the staff are poorly paid - the consequence of which is low staff morale, poor 

maintenance, inefficiencies, and generally poor service. 
 

Variety is the Spice of Life 

While every family and every casa in Cuba is unique, with slightly different levels of comfort, the guesthouses we use on our 

PhotoFly adventures are much nicer than the average Cuban dwelling. The casas particulares are a form of accommodation for 

foreigners in Cuba that is legal and formalized, and the rooms for guests are required to meet a certain standard of comfort for the 

house to obtain a license to rent. The owners pay a fee to the government for this license and they also pay tax on their income. 
 

Our Categories 

 

We classify the guesthouses we use in Cuba into 2 categories:  

• Standard Guesthouses - We use these on a majority of our regular tour departures. Within this category, the style and 

comfort levels can vary quite a lot, however each room does have air-conditioning and an en-suite bathroom. We 

make big ongoing efforts to select the best casas we can find in this category. Every house and every room is unique. 

Our standard guesthouses are more likely to be run by a family, where the family members provide the services to the 

guests. 

 

• Comfort Guesthouses - This category is only slightly more comfortable than the Standard Guesthouses. They are still 

B&B in style, and cannot compare to the comfort levels of a modern western hotel. However, every Comfort room has 

modern air-conditioning, an en-suite bathroom, a window to the outside or to an interior open-air courtyard with natural 

light, modern imported mattresses, and cold and hot water. While these are our minimum requirements 

for Comfort rooms, every Comfort casa is different, and has its own unique charms. Most rooms (but not all) have a 

security box, mini-bar fridge, and hair dryer. We use these guesthouses for licensed tours for Americans whenever 

possible.  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

*Because of our max group size of 16 guests and the unique style of accommodations (casa particulares), we will have 

2-4 casas relatively close to each other at each destination. This means that each night the group will be separated 

between the different casas and, as described above, quality will vary slightly between them.  

 

Although this is unlike any other Photofly Adventure in terms of our typical accommodation preferences, we’re excited 

to share this rare, intimate experience with everyone. There is no better way to truly experience Cuba and her people. 

Not to mention, they are FAR better in almost every way than the government run hotels that other tour groups stay in.  
 

Lastly, staying in these casas is part of what makes our program legal for US Citizens. 

------------ 
 

*As per above, we will be staying in multiple casas and most do not have websites, TripAdvisor reviews, pictures, etc. See 

below for the class of casa in each region and some pictures of what some of the casas may look like.  
 

Havana: Comfort Guesthouses 

Gallery of casa’s we use: https://www.havana-boutique-hotels.com/locations 

GUESTHOUSE 

CATEGORY 
Standard Comfort 

Room size Small / Medium Medium 

Bathroom En suite En suite 

Air-conditioning 
Aircon units can sometimes be of the older 

variety which are not as silent. 
Modern “splitter” type unit (quiet) 

Windows 

Yes. However occasionally the only window 

is a small one and can sometimes be in the 

bathroom 

At least 1 in every room – natural 

light 

Hot water shower 

Yes. Often this is with a system where the 

water is heated by an electric element in 

shower head. Sometimes medium to low 

water pressure 

Modern hot water heater. Medium 

to high pressure 

Stairs / access 

Sometimes rooms are on upper floors 

where up to 3 floors of (sometimes narrow) 

stairs need to be climbed 

On ground or first floor if no 

elevator access 

Towels Provided, sometimes quite small 
Provided, medium or large. 

Usually hotel grade 

Soap Usually provided Provided 

Toilet Seat Yes Yes 

Mattresses 
Often Cuban made. Might be firmer or 

softer than your ideal. 
Modern, imported 

Ownership / Staff 

More likely to be run by a local family 

whose family members provide the services. 

Because of this, some travelers 

prefer standard casas to the comfort ones. 

A few of these are run more like 

mini-boutique hotels where staff 

wear uniforms and interaction is 

more formal than in the standard 

guesthouses. 

https://www.havana-boutique-hotels.com/locations


 

Soroa: Province Standard Guesthouses (comfort guesthouses do not exist here) 

 

Viñales: Province Standard Guesthouses (comfort guesthouses do not exist here) 

 

Trinidad: Province Comfort Guesthouses 

 

Images of Standard Guesthouses  

(*For reference only—may not be the exact properties we use) 

 
 

   
 

   
 

   
 



   
 

  
 

 
 

Getting to Cuba 
Flights Through A Third Country 

 

Your best options for booking flights to Cuba through a third party country are Mexico, Canada, Panama, certain countries in the 

Caribbean which have direct flights to/from Havana. We DO NOT recommend this option any longer since it is now legal to fly 

from the USA directly and there are a number of options to choose from.  

 

Flights Direct from U.S. *Many of the below flights are not currently scheduled due to COVID-19. We’ll update everyone 

signed up regularly as more flights are added.  

 

SEARCHING TIPS: On Kayak.com you can now search flights to Cuba, but not on Expedia or Orbitz. For information on 
medical insurance and visa, look on the airlines' website rather than calling the airline. Airline agents are usually not well 

informed about Cuba specific travel and often give incorrect information. 
 

What we provide here is for informational purposes only, we are not responsible for the accuracy of this information. You 

should always contact the airline or charter companies directly for all questions and concerns regarding flights to Cuba.  
 

*Please note, due to the US governments new regulations some of the below flights may be removed from the airlines schedules. 

Even though it is still 100% legal and easier to travel to Cuba than ever, the US media makes it sound like the laws have 
restricted and made it more difficult. In realty, this is simply NOT TRUE; however, this negative perception does create a 

decrease in overall demand leading airlines to likely reduce the number of flights they schedule to/from Cuba. Thus, below 

information is inclined to change often over the coming year and you should always do your own research to confirm the 

accuracy of below schedules.  
 

*If you are flying directly to Cuba from the US (e.g. Miami, Tampa, NYC, LA) the airlines will provide you the visa or tell you 

how to obtain it.  Most will sell it at check in for $50 - $100. Others are serviced by Cuba Travel Services and can be purchased in 
advance online Here (https://cubavisaservices.com/product/touristvisa-card/). You should always check with your airline's 

website on how to obtain the visa. 
 

https://cubavisaservices.com/product/touristvisa-card/
https://cubavisaservices.com/product/touristvisa-card/


 

American Airlines (Temporarily suspended) 

 MIA to HAV - 4x daily 

 Charlotte to HAV - 1x daily 

 Visa- sold by Cuba Travel Services $85 in advance (online), $100 at check in. 

United Airlines(Temporarily suspended) 

 Newark to HAV- 1x daily 

 Houston to HAV- 1x daily 

 Visa- Sold by Cuba Travel Services $75 

JetBlue Airways 

 Ft Lauderdale to HAV- 2-3x daily 

 JFK to HAV- 3-5x daily  

 Orlando to HAV- 1x daily depart 8:35am arrive 10:00am (return 11:30 arrive 12:52pm) Starting Nov 29 

 Visa- Sold by airline $50 

Delta Airlines(Temporarily suspended) 

 JFK to HAV- 1x daily depart 9:10am arrive 12:55pm (return 1:45pm arrive 4:50pm) 

 MIA to HAV- 1x daily depart 11:10am arrive 12:25pm (return 1:20pm arrive 2:24pm) 

 Atlanta to HAV- 1x daily depart 11:45am arrive 1:50pm (return 2:40pm arrive 4:48pm) 

 Visa- Sold by airline $50 

Southwest Airlines 

 Ft Lauderdale to HAV- 2x daily: Depart at 11:55am or 4pm (arrive 1:00pm or 5:05pm) Return flights from Cuba 

8:30am or 2pm (arrive 9:40am or 3:10pm) 

 Tampa to HAV- 1x daily 

 Visa- Cuba Travel Services $50 

 

 
  

 

License & Legalities 

What Changed on June 5th 2019? The Trump administration has revoked an outdated license allowing US citizens to travel to 

Cuba known as the General License For People To People (P2P) (515.565 B) AND also revoked Legal Cuba Travel For United 

States Cruise Passengers 
 

What Hasn’t Changed? The best and easiest way to travel to Cuba! *SCP is the best category for tourists taking group tours OR 

just traveling solo. Below are the summarized requirements but first and foremost please know PhotoFly Travel Club will be 

utilizing this license to legally travel to Cuba. It HAS NOT been revoked by the current Trump Administration and there is no 

indication that it will be in the foreseeable future. Furthermore, anyone who has signed up for this trip (paid deposit or booked 

flights) before any regulation/license changes take place in the future will be “grandfathered” under the current 

regulations and still legally be able to travel to Cuba.  
 

 

*General License For Support For The Cuban People (SCP) (515.574) 

 

1.  Use privately owned businesses (e.g. Cuban Bed & Breakfasts/Casa Particulares, private restaurants, etc.) 

2. Maintain a full schedule (considered 6-8 hour daily, or 40 hours per week) of meaningful interactions that: 

"Enhance contact with the Cuban people, support civil society in Cuba, or promote the Cuban people's independence from 

Cuban authorities and that result in meaningful interactions with individuals in Cuba" 

Below are examples that, industry-wide, are considered acceptable examples of above: 

- Supporting local artists by visiting galleries and/or purchasing art Conversing with your hosts at your Casa Particular 

- Volunteering 

- Taking lessons (dance, language, music, sport, etc) 



- Shopping in privately owned businesses 

- Eating at privately owned restaurants 

- Taking guided cultural/historical tours 

- Visiting museums or places of cultural significance 

3. Avoid transactions with Cuban Government entities. For tourists the most important entities to avoid   are the hotels and 

shops listed. For example, the two newest 5-star hotels in Old Havana (Manzana Kempinski and The Packard) are prohibited. 

4. Document your activities and transactions in a ledger or travel journal and maintain the records and receipts for 5 years 

5. With SCP you are not required to be on a tour, but it is highly recommended because time spent with our local tour guides 

counts towards “meaningful interaction” and “promoting independence”.  A guide will help you engage more with the 

culture and people and avoid the hassles and frustrations that independent travelers face. Cuba is safe, but by no means easy.  

 

That’s it! Do all this and we’re traveling legally to Cuba (Our program described in this daily itinerary WILL FULFILL the 

requirements outlined above for the SCP license.) While having a signed paper affidavit is not a requirement, we recommend 

bringing one just in case, because airlines agents and border agents who aren’t experienced in Cuba travel may ask to see one. We 

will be providing everyone with a paper affidavit which you can print, sign, and bring with you on our adventure. You can 

also Google “Cuba Travel Affidavit” and download a template yourself.  

* Don’t expect any problems leaving or returning to the U.S. Very few people are ever questioned about their trip to Cuba or their 

general license. If these rules start being enforced it will be done by the Office of Foreign Assets Control after you are back home, 

NOT by Customs and Border Patrol. The punishment for violation, which hasn’t been levied in many years, is a fine. You will 

not be prohibited from entering the US, put in jail, or have your passport revoked. 

Want to go straight to the source? Read the OFAC FAQ 

  

Cancellation Policy & Refunds 
 

*There is a $100.00 administrative fee for all cancellations. Cancellations made 120 days (November 1st, 2021) or 
more prior to trip departure date are fully refundable except for the $100.00 fee. Cancellations less than 120 days prior 
to trip departure date will receive no refund of full amount due. No refunds on unused portions of the tour. After airline 
tickets are issued, airline cancellations are per the airline’s policy and are usually non-refundable and changeable with 
a fee plus new ticket price. Travel insurance strongly encouraged (ask us about policy options). 
 
*Hotels subject to change based on availability 
 
COVID Cancellation Policy – Local Planet Travel Services OR Guest may cancel this reservation if the USA or 
country(s) we are visiting mandates a country-wide closure due to COVID. If this happens, you would receive a full 
refund. If guest chooses, the funds can remain on file and be applied for any future tour with PhotoFly Travel 
Club. *Please note bank merchant service fees when using a credit card are non-refundable. 
  
MANDATORY VACCINE REQUIREMENT: The safety of all our guests is a top priority regardless of where our 
adventures take us. All travelers are required to have an approved COVID-19 vaccination to participate in this tour. 
Travelers that meet this mandatory requirement can join our adventures after 14 days have elapsed since their final 
dose. Proof of vaccination must be provided by emailing a copy of the participant's COVID-19 vaccination card 
to joinus@photoflytravel.com upon sign-up. *Guests who are not vaccinated for medical reasons are exempt from this 
mandatory vaccine policy with proof from a certified medical professional. 
 

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/cuba_faqs_new.pdf
mailto:joinus@photoflytravel.com


 
PhotoFly Travel Club 

Club Organizer: Steve Juba 

978 479 4527 

steve@photoflytravel.com  

 

Members Site: http://www.photoflytravel.org/ 
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